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Abstract:

Two near-β titanium alloys, Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-1Cr-1Fe and a modified one containing 2 wt.

% Cr (Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-2Cr-1Fe) were produced from Ti hydride precursor powders via

the cost-effective blended elemental powder metallurgy technique. The effects of two

cooling rates (10 Ks-1 and 1 Ks-1) during thermo-mechanical processing on the
microstructure and mechanical properties were investigated using X-ray diffraction and
scanning electron microscopy. X-ray line profile analysis revealed that dislocation

densities and microstrain in β-Ti phase are higher than in α-Ti phase for all cases. In

both alloys, slower cooling results in an increase in α volume fraction and promotes

morphology of continuous grain boundary α phase. A lower total elongation is obtained
in both alloys under slower cooling which could be accounted for by the continuous

morphology of α phase. Overall, Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-1Cr-1Fe displays higher ultimate tensile

strength and total elongation compared to Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-2Cr-1Fe, regardless of the

cooling rate.
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1. Introduction:
Ti based alloys are used in the aerospace, automotive and medical industries due to

their attractive properties, particularly high strength-to-density ratios [1-3]. Extensive
research has been carried out in order to reduce the production costs, particularly over
the last decade [4-6]. One of the most promising cost-effective powder metallurgical

techniques is the blended elemental powder metallurgy (BEPM) method [7]. A number
of Ti based alloys [7-12] have been produced using powder metallurgy technique where

an additional processing step called hot isostatic pressing (HIP) is used in order to

increase relative density or reduce the residual porosity. This results in an extra

processing cost which compromises the cost savings of powder metallurgy technique.
Ye et al. [13] have thereafter used uniaxial hot pressing at much lower pressure (~15

MPa for Ti64) than HIP (~150 MPa for Ti64) in the α/β phase transformation range in
order to replace the HIP. This approach has reduced processing cost compared to the

HIP but it still remains expensive. Later on, only press-and-sinter method has been
employed in [14-18] which unfortunately produced the density close to ~ 90 % only.

Finally, Ti hydride powder is used with BEPM technique without HIP. In this method a

uniform network of fines pores, which form during cold compaction of brittle TiH2

powder particles, are healed upon sintering. Due to TiH2 Ti+2H phase transformation

high density of crystal lattice defects evolve which accelerates the synthesis. The
evolution of atomic hydrogen promotes mass transfer through the inter-particle
boundaries which reduces surface oxides/residual porosity. The obtained sintered
density was close to ~99 % by using Ti powders containing 3 wt. % hydrogen [19]. This

is considered to be the lowest cost powder metallurgy technique. The studied alloys

have been produced using this methodology. Near-β Ti alloys are used in the aerospace
industries particularly due to their deep hardenability, high strength and creep
properties. A near-β Ti alloy consists typically of two phases: hard α phase and soft β

phase. Several investigations have been carried out on the effect of the thermal
processing on the microstructure and mechanical properties. In [4, 20-21], the influence

of α phase morphology on the mechanical properties has been analysed. It is reported in

[20-21] that globular shaped α phase has positive effect on the mechanical properties,
especially on ductility.

X-ray diffraction line profile analysis (XRDLPA) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) are used to determine the crystallite dimensions, lattice microstrain and

dislocation densities of the submicron grains in the microstructure. The results

obtained through TEM analysis are locally accurate but may not be representative of the
bulk material. In contrast, XRDLPA involves significantly larger sample volumes and is
useful providing the volume fractions of relevant phases are high enough to result in

clear XRD peaks for analysis. For materials containing two or more phases, it generally

is more convenient to use XRD as the peaks of the constituent phases appear distinctly
in the profile. Several XRDLPA investigations have been performed on steels [22-26], Cu

[27-29] and Zr [30-31] alloys. In contrast, a fewer number of investigations using the
XRDLPA have been performed on Ti alloys [32-34]. Glavicic et al. [32] have used X-ray

line profile analysis to examine the slip activity in commercially pure Ti. Later on, they

have measured dislocation densities for individual α and β phases in Ti-6Al-4V alloy
[33]. Deformed microstructures of boron doped Ti-6Al-4V alloys have been

characterised in terms of crystallite size and dislocation density using variance and

modified Rietveld method [34] with findings that the dislocation densities are higher in
β phase than in α phase [22, 23] .

In the present study, two near-β titanium alloys, Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-1Cr-1Fe (Ti55511) and
a variant containing 2 wt% Cr (Ti55521) were produced via the BEPM technique using

Ti hydride powder. The Ti-55511 alloy is selected because of its use in aerospace
industries [35] and this is the first attempt for this alloy production using cost-effective

BEPM technique. A novel Ti-55521 alloy is chosen because increased Cr contents reduce

the amount of α phase [36-37] during soaking in α+β phase field potentially results in

improvements in ductility [21]. The aim of the present work is to characterise the
microstructure and mechanical properties of the alloys subjected to the thermo-

mechanical processing (TMP). In particular, the effects of Cr addition and two cooling

rates are investigated.

2. Experimental and Analysis Methods:
2.1. Materials:

Hydrogenated (3.5 wt. % H) Ti powders were mixed with elemental Mo, Cr, Fe (< 40
μm) and Al-V master alloy powders (40-63 μm) in order to obtain the required alloy

composition. The powders were blended and die pressed under 650 MPa to form green
compacts. The green compacts were thereafter sintered by heating to 1293 K for 3600 s

followed by heating to 1523 K for 21600 s in order to distribute the alloying elements
throughout the matrix uniformly. The results obtained after sintering have shown in

[38] that all the alloying elements distributed homogenously throughout the matrix

after sintering step II (1523 K for 21600 s). The sintered compacts were provided by

Institute for Metal Physics, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine. Thereafter, a Gleeble
3500 thermo-mechanical simulator with modest vacuum (~ 3.8×10-4 torrs) in pocket
jaw mode was employed for the TMP.

The TMP schedule is shown in Fig. 1 and involved the heating of cylindrical samples (12

mm length × 8 mm diameter) to 1223 K at 10 Ks-1 and holding for 120 s, then cooling at
35 Ks-1 to 1173 K where a 25 % length reduction takes place. This is followed by cooling

at 35 Ks-1 to 1073 K where after the hold for 1800 s a deformation to 60 % reduction is
applied. After deformation, the samples are given a final cool to room temperature at
either of the two selected cooling rates;

10 Ks-1 or 1 Ks-1. The samples are cut

perpendicular to the deformation direction and prepared using conventional
metallographic techniques. The polished samples are etched using Kroll’s reagent (2 ml
HF, 5 ml HNO3 and 93 ml H2O) in order to reveal the microstructure.

2.2. X-ray Data Acquisition:
X-ray diffraction investigations were conducted using a PANalytical X'Pert PRO

Multipurpose diffractometer (MPD) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) filtered with

Ni-monochromator at 45 mA and 40 kV. Polished samples of diameter 15 mm were
oriented normal to the deformation axis. Diffraction patterns were obtained under a

continuous scanning mode over the 2θ range of 30° to 160°, with 0.01° step size and
490 s resulting acquisition time. In order to characterise the instrumental broadening a
standard polycrystalline silicon sample was used.

2.2.1. Method of X-ray Diffraction Line Profile Analysis:
Diffraction from a crystalline material provides information about both periodic and

internal crystalline features. In the diffraction pattern such information can be inferred

from calculations related to peak position, peak shape and peak width. Broadening of
the peaks can occur due to a decrease in crystallite size, and/or due to microstrain
within the crystallite. The width of the diffraction peaks also depends on the
instrumental factors. Other factors such as dislocation density, slip activity [32], and the

presence of stacking faults can also affect the shape and/or position of diffraction
peaks[27]. Warren [39], Randle and Engler [40] developed the XRDLPA approach for
the analysis of the microstructure, which was later followed by others [28, 41-45] with

some modifications making it possible to determine the crystallite size and microstrain

in materials reliably. Similarly to [16, 23], the modified Rietveld [46] method has been
used in order to characterise microstructures in this investigation. The brief algorithms
of the modified Rietveld method used are presented below:
2.2.1.1. The Modified Rietveld Method:

The modified Rietveld method consists of a modeling of diffraction profiles through
pseudo-Voigt (pV) function using the program LS1 [46]. The crystal structure of the

materials and microstructural parameters, e.g. lattice parameters, crystallite size and
microstrain, are simultaneously refined through the LS1 program. In the program,

Fourier transform of the pV function is used to fit the broadening of the peaks profile.
An isotropic model is assumed, which is called Popa model [47] where the lattice

constants, volume weighted crystallite size and microstrain are concomitantly used as
the fitting parameters. Since the samples are heavily deformed, the preferred

orientation of the crystallites has been corrected in order to obtain the best fit by
maintaining the following function,

[48]:

(1)
Here, α is the angle between the preferred orientation vector and the normal to the

planes generating the diffracted peak and r is a refinable parameter. In all conditions,

the diffraction profiles were fitted up to 100° (2θ) using the above mentioned approach
because of the very low intensity of the peaks above 100°.

The Goodness of fit (GoF) indicates the quality of the fitting which is expressed as
follows:

(2)

Here, Rwp is the weighted residual profile and Rexp is the expected profile.

2.2.1.2. The Calculation of Dislocation Density and Stored Energy:

The amount of dislocation density depends on the value of crystallite size and

, is

microstrain of crystallographic planes peaks. The value of dislocation density,
thereafter calculated using the following equation obtained from [49]:

Here, Ds is crystallite size,

1/2 is

(3)

microstrain and b is Burger’s vector. Burger’s vector

for hexagonal closed packed planes (bhcp) and for body-centered cubic planes (bbcc) is:
bhcp = lattice parameter of basal plane (a) which is 0.293 nm in the present study;
bbcc =

(3.1)

(3.2)

Finally, stored energy (Es) due to the inhomogeneous microstrain is calculated using the
Stibitz relationship [50]:

(4)

Here, Y is the Young’s modulus of the material. The value of Y is equal to 116 GPa [51]

for hcp-Ti and 68 GPa [52] for bcc-Ti. The value of Poisson’s ratio (ν) is equal to 0.32 for

hcp-Ti [53] and 0.23 for bcc-Ti [54]. The value of stored energy (Es) is expressed in

J.mol-1 assuming the molar volume 10.46 cm3mol-1. The relative change in lattice spacing
is derived from the broadening of the peak [55]:

(4.1)
Here, w is the broadening of the peaks and θ is the half of the Bragg angle (2θ)
corresponding to the peak.

2.3. Microstructure and Mechanical Properties:
A JEOL-JSM 7001F Field Emission Gun-Scanning Electron Microscope (FEG-SEM) was
used to investigate the microstructures of the samples. Operating at 15 kV and 15 mm

working distance both the back scattered electron and secondary electron modes were

employed for imaging. TMP samples were machined into sub-sized tensile specimens

(Fig. 2) of gauge length 5.1 mm; width 2.18 mm and thickness 0.9 mm. Tensile tests
were carried out with a µ-Tweezer Tensile Module (Kammrath & Weiss, GmbH) at a
constant speed of 1.7 mm min-1 at room temperature. In order to understand the work

hardening behaviour of the samples and to find the m-values (work hardening

exponent) of different stages of the plastic regions in the stress-strain curves of the

samples, stress–strain curves were fitted using rational polynomial functions via 2D-

TableCurve.
3. Results:

3.1. X-ray Line Profile Analysis and Phase Transformation:
A summary of agreement indices of the Rietveld fitting for all samples is shown in Table

1. The obtained value of residual weighted profile (Rwp) is in between 7.4 % and 9.1 %

as well as Goodness of fit (GoF) is lying between 0.9 and 1.6. Fig. 3 indicates X-ray

diffraction patterns and associated Rietveld fitting for all samples where peaks from α
and β phases with Miller-Bravais indices are clearly exhibited. The intensity difference
between the experimental and the Rietveld fitting is also plotted under the diffraction

patterns. The trend of the X-ray diffraction patterns is similar for the samples cooled at

the same rate for both alloys. For both alloys, there is an obvious reduction in β planes
peaks intensities for the samples cooled at 1 Ks-1 compared to those for the samples

cooled at 10 Ks-1. On the other hand, α planes peaks intensities show opposite character
to β planes peaks. The 2θ position of all β planes peaks shifts slightly to the right in the

diffraction profiles compared to those of the pure unalloyed β-Ti 1. The similar results

indicating the shift of β planes peaks to the right have been found in other Ti alloys, e.g.

Ti-25V-15Cr-0.2Si [56] and Ti-30Zr-5Al-3V [57].

Tables 2 and 3 are the summary of the Rietveld analyses, indicating values of lattice

parameter, crystallite size and microstrain of the several α and β planes, respectively.
Dislocation density and stored energy values is calculated using Eqs. 3 and 4 and also

included in Tables 2 and 3. In Table 2, only basal lattice parameter (a) of hcp lattice is
given because prism lattice parameter (c) could easily be obtained from the c/a ratio.

The c/a ratio of hcp lattices has been calculated using the following equation [58]:

(5)
Here,

is equal to

and

is equal to

in the present

study. By using Eq. 5, the c/a ratio (~1.6) is calculated for all samples which are similar

to those for an unalloyed α-Ti. Thus, it may be claimed that alloying and cooling rates

did not influence the c/a ratio of hcp lattices. On the other hand, the average of the β-Ti
lattice parameter is 0.3235 nm for both alloys, which is slightly less than that for the

unalloyed β-Ti (0.3311 nm). For both alloys, a slightly larger reduction in the bcc lattice
parameter is obtained for slow cooling rate (1 Ks-1). On the other hand, the Ti-55521

alloy has slightly smaller bcc lattice parameter than Ti-55511 alloy.
In this study, the dominant lattice planes α

α

α

,α

,α

, and

in the diffraction profiles are analysed. In both alloys, the crystallite size of α

planes peaks is found to be higher for the samples cooled at 1 Ks-1 compared to that for
1
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the samples cooled at 10 Ks-1. This is accompanied by the reduction in crystallite
microstrain after slower cooling. Thus, dislocation density and local stored energy in the
α lattice planes is lower for both alloys cooled at 1 Ks-1 compared to those cooled at 10

Ks-1. On the other hand, α crystallite size of the Ti-55521 alloy is always smaller and the

microstrain is larger than those for the Ti-55511 alloy under the respective cooling

condition. As a result, the dislocation density and stored energy are found to be higher
in the Ti-55521 compared to Ti-55511 alloy under the respective cooling rate. In the

case of β peaks, β (110), β (200), and β (310) lattice planes are analysed. Despite of the

good intensity, β (211) plane is not analysed as it overlaps with α (

) peak. In both

alloys, the crystallite size of β planes peaks decreases for the samples cooled at 1 Ks-1

compared to the samples cooled at 10 Ks-1. There is an increase in microstrain of β
crystallite of the samples cooled at 1 Ks-1. Consequently, the dislocation density and

local stored energy of the β planes are found to be higher for both alloys cooled at 1 Ks-1.
However, after similar processing the β crystallite size is larger for the Ti-55521 alloy
compared to the Ti-55511 alloy. Dislocation density and stored energy are found to be a

bit higher for the Ti-55521 alloy. Overall, the dislocation densities and microstrain in β
planes peaks are higher than those in α planes peaks.
3.2. Microstructural Development:
Fig. 4 represents the microstructures of both alloys for all cooling conditions. The

microstructures consist of both α and β phases with α phase displaying different

morphologies: lamellar shape and globular shape. The lamellar shape α can later form
basket weave structure if they lie in different planes, as can be seen in Fig. 4f in the

areas denoted by circles. Within the basket weave structure in Fig. 4f, there are also
visible arrangements of triangular-shaped α consisting of three interconnected α
lamellae. There are also some parallel α lamellae arrangements, indicated by a

rectangular box in Fig. 4f. In both alloys, recrystallised β grains are visible in the
microstructures under both cooling conditions, but it is more pronounced after slower
cooling. In the case of both alloys cooled at 1 Ks-1, the microstructures also reveal a

continuous network of grain boundary α formed at the β grain boundaries. In addition,

there are fine α lamellae lying inside the recrystallised β grains which also form a basket

weave structure. Microstructural observations, such as those shown in Fig. 5 (indicated

by a rectangular areas and an arrow), reveal that the α phase formation first takes place

at the interface of the β phase crystals, and with time, the remaining β phase
surrounded by the newly formed α, transforms into the α phase.

The porosity of the alloys is reduced from ~ 2 % after sintering to ~ 0.10 % after TMP

[38]. Table 4 indicates that the amount of α phase varies with the alloy composition and
cooling rates. A maximum volume fraction of α phase of 54±2 % is obtained in the case

of Ti-55511 alloy cooled at 1 Ks-1, whereas the minimum amount of α phase (34±3 %) is
obtained in the case of Ti-55521 alloy cooled at 10 Ks-1. Regardless of the cooling rate,

Ti-55521 alloy contains a lesser amount of α phase compared to Ti-55511 alloy. On the
other hand, both alloys show a higher amount of α phase for the samples cooled at 1 Ks-

1

compared to those cooled at 10 Ks-1.

3.3. Mechanical Properties:
Fig. 6 shows the engineering stress versus strain curves of both alloys for all cooling

conditions. The shape of these curves is quite similar for all samples. A summary of the
mechanical properties based on the Fig. 6 is also given in Table 4. A maximum ultimate

tensile strength (UTS) of 1189±7 MPa is obtained in the case of Ti-55511 alloy cooled at

1 Ks-1, whereas a maximum total elongation of 9.85±0.05 % is obtained in the case of Ti-

55511 alloy cooled at 10 Ks-1. For the same cooling conditions, Ti-55511 alloy displays a

higher UTS compared to Ti-55521 alloy. On the other hand, specimens subjected to 10

Ks-1 cooling rate show lower UTS values compared to those cooled at 1 Ks-1. Table 5
shows Vickers micro-hardness values for α and β phases from which 0.2% offset yield
strength of the samples is calculated using the rule of mixtures 2. Table 5 also clearly

indicates that estimated 0.2% offset yield strength correlates well with the
experimental data.

The work hardening behaviour is analysed using the modified Crussard – Jaoul (C-J)

model [59-63], as the samples contain two phases similar to dual phase steel for which

this model was developed. The modified C-J model uses the following Eq. 6 which is
known as Swift equation [59]:

Rule of mixtures, Total strength = vol. fraction of phase 1× strength of phase 1 + vol. fraction of phase
2× strength of phase 2

2

ε = ε0 + Csσm

(6)

Here, σ is true stress, ε is true strain, m is work hardening exponent and Cs is material

constant. The logarithmic form of the differential Swift equation with respect to ε gives

the following Eq. 7:

ln(dσ/dε) = (1-m) lnσ – ln (Csm)

(7)

It can be seen that Eq. 7 represents the linear relation between logarithmic form of
work hardening rate, ln(dσ/dε), and logarithmic form of true stress, lnσ, where (1-m) is

slope of the line. The logarithm of work hardening rate, ln(dσ/dε), versus logarithm of
true stress, lnσ, is plotted for all the samples in Fig. 7a. The trend of the curves for all

samples is quite similar. Each of the curves is segmented into three distinct stages as
per depicted in Fig. 7b (stage I, stage II and stage III), with a maximum slope in stage II
and a minimum one in stage III. A summary of the results obtained from Fig. 7a is
presented in Table 6, where the work hardening exponent (m) values corresponding to

the each stage are given together with the transition true stress and true strain values.

The maximum value of the work hardening exponent is obtained for stage II (mII) and

the minimum work hardening exponent is obtained for stage III (mIII) in all the samples.
Regardless of cooling conditions, the values of transition strain from stage I to stage II

and stage II to stage III are slightly higher for the Ti-55511 alloy compared to the Ti55521 alloy.

4. Discussion:
4.1. X-ray Line Profile Analysis and Phase Transformation:
The effect of slower cooling (1 Ks-1) on the β to α phase transformation can easily be

understood from the diffraction profiles. A reduction in relative intensities of the β

peaks and an increase in relative intensities of the α peaks for the samples cooled at 1
Ks-1 compared to those cooled at 10 Ks-1 indicates β to α phase transformation. Ivasishin

and Markovsky [64] have also mentioned that β to α phase transformation occurs

during cooling in Ti alloys. The position of the β planes peaks shifts to the right resulting

in smaller bcc lattice parameter. This is the effect of the presence of those alloying

elements which have smaller atomic radii Al (143 pm), Mo (139 pm), V (134 pm), Cr

(128 pm), and Fe (126 pm) compared to elemental Ti (147 pm). The same reason is

mentioned in [56] and [57] for Ti-25V-15Cr-0.2Si and Ti-30Zr-5Al-3V alloys,
respectively. As Ti-55521 alloy contains 1 % more Cr, which has a much smaller atomic

radius compared to elemental Ti, this results in an expected slightly smaller bcc lattice

parameter than that for Ti-55511 alloy. On the other hand, hcp lattice parameters are

not affected by the alloying elements because hcp phase contains α stabiliser Al (143
pm) as a main alloying element, which has a closer atomic radius to Ti (147 pm)
compared to those of β stabilising alloying elements.

Under both cooling conditions, Ti-55521 alloy contains a smaller α crystallite size than

Ti-55511 alloy. This is attributed to the slower rate of α phase transformation [37]
caused by the presence of additional β- stabilising Cr and insufficient time for diffusion

of β stabilisers out from the newly formed α. The restoration process after deformation

(annihilation of dislocations, formation of dislocation cell structure) in α phase is found

to be more advanced in the samples cooled at 1Ks-1; as such samples remain a longer
time at high temperatures compared to those cooled at 10Ks-1. This, in turn results in

less density of dislocations [34] and larger crystallite size of α in these specimens.

Similar to the findings in [34], the β (110) plane has a higher dislocation density and
microstrain compared to those of the α (10 1) plane. There are two reasons for this

observation: (i) the bcc crystal structure of β phase have more active slip systems than
the hcp α phase. Thus, dislocation assisted slip activities during deformation at 1073 K

occurs mostly in the β phase [65]. In addition, (ii) the remaining β phase is subjected to
two deformations at 1173 K and 1073 K, whereas the α phase formed during holding at
1073 K is subjected only to single deformation (1073 K) and the α phase formed during

cooling is not deformed. The increase in stored energy/dislocation density in the β

planes at 1 Ks-1 cooling rate could also be related to two concurrent phenomena taking

place during cooling. Firstly, after the hot deformation at 1073 K, partial
recrystallisation occurs in the remaining β phase [66] at high temperature during

cooling. This results in the reduction of dislocation density. Recrystallisation of the
whole remaining β phase is not completed due to the short time at high temperature
during cooling. Secondly, the formation of a hard α phase inside the recrystallised β

grains (Fig. 4e) during cooling has constrained the β phase resulting in high dislocation

density at slower cooling than at faster cooling due to the higher volume fraction of α

phase formed (Table 4). It appears that the second event plays a more dominant role, as

a net effect is of a higher stored energy in slow cooled samples compared to that in the
samples cooled at 10 Ks-1. A lower amount of α formed on cooling at 10 Ks-1 due to a

shorter time available results in less constrained β grains with lower stored energy.
4.2. Microstructural Development:

As a result of 60% deformation at 1073 K, globular shaped α phase is formed through

breaking up of α lamellae, which formed previously during both cooling to and holding
at 1073 K. Partial recrystallisation occurs during cooling of the heavily deformed (60 %)

β structure. It is more pronounced in the samples cooled at 1 Ks-1 as more time is
available. If multiple α phase crystals nucleate at the β grain boundaries in line,
thereafter the grain boundary α is formed. It seems that during slower cooling (1 Ks-1),

α phase nucleates preferably at β grain boundaries resulting in the presence of the
interconnected grain boundary α (Fig. 4e). Sauer and Luetjering [67] have also

mentioned that continuous α phase can be formed at β grain boundaries after cooling
from the recrystallised temperature. The unusual phase transformation behaviour in
Fig. 5 can be explained by observing the composition profile for the α and β phases,

which shows that the newly formed α phase and the remaining inside β phase contain
localised impurities, e.g. C and O. The higher concentrations of interstitial C and O are in

α phase because they are α stabilisers, whereas the remaining β contains only traces of
C and/or O. It could be proposed that due to the fast diffusion of interstitials C and O in

the nuclei of α, the remaining β areas become more stable delaying the full

transformation to α phase. On the other hand, the composition of the majority fully

transformed α phase show no O and/or C (Fig. 5a iii). This suggests that the areas

showing unusual phase transformation behaviour (large bottom left corner in Fig. 5b)
may have originally contained some oxide or carbide in the form of a surface layer on
some powder particles [38].

Due to the addition of 1 % more Cr in the Ti-55521 alloy less α phase is formed (Table

4) than in the Ti-55511 alloy, as this extra Cr content increases the Mo equivalent
according to the following Eq. 8.

Mo equivalent = 1 × [Mo] + 0.67 × [V] + 1.6 × [Cr] + 2.9 × [Fe] – 1 × [Al]

(8)

Weiss and Semiatin [68] have reported that the β-transus temperature decreases with
increasing Mo equivalent. The 1 % Cr has increased the Mo equivalent value to 9.45 for

Ti-55521 alloy from 7.85 for Ti-55511 alloy. This difference in Mo equivalent reduces
the β-transus temperature from ~1123 K [1] in the Ti-55511 alloy to ~1093 K for the

Ti-55521 alloy [68]. Thus, the under cooling between the β-transus temperature and
holding temperature of 1073 K is larger for the Ti-55511 alloy compared to that for the

Ti-55521 alloy resulting in a higher volume fraction of α phase in Ti-55511 alloy. The

similar results were obtained in [69] for Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al alloy where 50 % of α volume

fraction is formed by isothermal holding at 973 K for 1800 s and only 8.1 % of α volume

fraction is formed by isothermal holding at 1073 K for 1800 s. On the other hand, as the
β to α phase transformation is a diffusion controlled transformation [64], the longer

time available for transformation the higher volume fraction of the α phase formed. This

is why for both alloys a larger volume fraction of α phase is obtained at relatively slower
cooling rate of 1 Ks-1 compared to that after 10 Ks-1 cooling.
4.3. Mechanical Properties:
The strength of the alloy depends upon the properties and amounts of the phases

present in the microstructure. Thus, the observed variation in strength could be

explained by considering the changes in the volume fraction of α phase due to either
processing difference (cooling rate) or compositional difference (wt.% of Cr). Since α

phase is harder than β phase, there is nearly a linear relationship between the strength
and the amount of α phase (Table 5).

Although the amount of the α phase controls the strength of an alloy, its morphology

affects the ductility. Terlinde et al. [21] has claimed that a change in shape from lamellae
to globular of α phase increases the total elongation/ductility in Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al alloy.

On the other hand, it has been reported that continuous networking nature of α phase
deteriorates the total elongation/ductility [20, 70-71]. In the present study, a reduction

in total elongation is obtained for the samples cooled at 1 Ks-1 cooling rate in both alloys,

despite the presence of ~ 4 % of globular-shaped α phase. This relatively low amount of

the globular-shaped α may be insufficient to have a significant effect on the properties
improvement,

especially

when

the

microstructures

contain

continuous

and

interconnected grain boundary α. Regardless of the cooling rate, the Ti-55521 alloy

exhibited a lower total elongation compared to the Ti-55511 alloy. The possible reason

for this is the presence of more interconnected grain boundary α in the remaining β
phase in Ti-55521 alloy compared to Ti-55511. This can be explained by the slower

kinetics of α formation due to smaller under cooling below β transus, resulting in more
free β grain boundaries available for α formation during cooling.

The modified C-J model has been applied to analyse the work hardening behaviour in

the present study as it is generally used for two-phase materials [59-61]. It is mentioned
in [61-62, 72] that three stages in the work hardening behaviour depend upon the
amount and type of the constituents present in the microstructure. Stage I corresponds

to the plastic deformation of β phase that work hardens due to the glide of dislocations
and formation of pile ups in the vicinity of the hard α phase grains which serve as

barriers to dislocation motion and initially do not deform plastically. Consequently,
strain gradient exists between the phases and within the β matrix. The higher the

amount of α present, the more areas of high strain exist around α phase, and β phase
work hardens faster, which corresponds to higher mI. Stage II corresponds to the plastic

deformation of soft β phase restrained between the hard α crystals, which continue to
deform elastically. Stage III indicates the non-homogenous plastic deformation of both

phases. The increase in mI and mII values with increasing the volume fraction of α in

both alloys is in agreement with the literature [61, 63, 72], which also links the work

hardening in the stage I with dislocation density, dislocation distribution and mobility
of dislocations in the soft β phase.
5. Conclusions:
The effects of final cooling rates, from 1073 K to room temperature, after TMP of two

near-β Ti alloys on the microstructural parameters, phase transformation and
mechanical properties were investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn:
•

A β lattice distortion compared to unalloyed Ti is observed in both alloys and is

attributed to the addition of the alloying elements. However, there is no effect of

cooling rate on β lattice distortion. The α lattice parameters are unchanged in all
experimental conditions.

•

The slower final cooling results in a larger α crystallite sizes in both alloys, which

is attributed to the annihilation of dislocations and formation of dislocation cell
structure. Dislocation density is always found to be higher in the remaining β

phase regardless of the cooling rates and alloy composition because (i) β phase is

subjected to two high temperature deformations and (ii) ease of slip in the bcc
crystal structure.
•

The extent of β grain recrystallisation and continuous grain boundary α phase

formation are more pronounced when the alloys are cooled slowly (1 Ks-1). Both

cooling rates and Cr content affect the volume fraction of α, which subsequently
influences the strength of the studied alloys. Among all the samples, the Ti-55511

alloy cooled at 10 Ks-1 shows the highest total elongation with moderate UTS. For
both alloys, slowly cooled samples showed a reduced total elongation. This is
attributed to the formation of interconnected grain boundary α phase. The work

hardening behaviour of the samples in all conditions is characterised by three
distinct stages.
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Figure Captions:
Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the thermo-mechanical processing schedules.

Fig. 2: A schematic of the tensile specimens (two dimensional) with dimensions. All
dimensions are in mm.

Fig. 3: X-ray diffraction patterns and Rietveld fitting of (a,b) Ti-55511 and (c,d) Ti-

55521 alloys cooled at 10 Ks-1 (a,c) and 1 Ks-1 (b,d), respectively. Difference between
the experiment and Rietveld fitting is shown below each pattern.

Fig. 4: The microstructures of the alloys showing α and β phases. (a) Ti-55511 alloy

cooled at 10 Ks-1 (b) Ti-55511 alloy cooled at 1 Ks-1 (c) Ti-55521 alloy cooled at 10 Ks-1

(d) Ti-55521 alloy cooled at 1 Ks-1. (e) Enlarged view of Ti-55521 alloy cooled at 1 Ks-1
showing interconnected grain boundary α phase. (f) Initiation of the grain boundary α

phase formation (arrow marked) and triangular shaped α phase (circle marked) - in Ti55511 alloy. Parallel lamellar α in the top left corner (indicated by rectangular box).

Fig. 5: The examples of different morphologies of α and β phases with corresponding

EDX profiles indicating the progress of β→α transformation. The arrow head in (a) and
rectangular boxes in (b) indicate the fields of interest in the microstructure. For (a): (i)

the composition of untransformed β corresponds to the “black dot” in the region
indicated by an arrow; (ii) the composition of transformed α corresponds to the “blue

dot” in the same region, and (iii) the composition of α phase taken from the area
identified by “+” in (a).

Fig. 6: The engineering stress versus engineering strain curves for both alloys under all
cooling conditions.

Fig. 7: (a) ln(dσ/dε) versus lnσ curves for both alloys under all cooling conditions where
σ denotes true stress.. (b) Representative illustration of ln(dσ/dε) versus lnσ curve for

the Ti-55511 alloy cooled at 1 Ks-1 showing three different work hardening stages (mI,
mII, mIII). The inset in (b) depicts the lines across the stages from where value for the
slope (1-m) is obtained.
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